GLOBAL PIZZA CHALLENGE ------- FINALIST.

Warranwood Primary School in conjunction with Gourmet on COLMAN is proud to present to you this special offer.

For the month of SEPTEMBER dine in at Gourmet on COLMAN, (bookings essential) mention you’re from Warranwood Primary School and Gourmet on COLMAN will donate

10% OF YOUR BILL BACK TO THE SCHOOL

Gourmet on COLMAN is also running a drawing competition (kids only)
Draw a picture of your principal or teacher making a pizza and bring it into Gourmet on COLMAN, where it will be displayed on the wall.

At the end of SEPTEMBER a winner will be chosen to receive a dine in voucher valued at $20 dollars.

Come into Gourmet on COLMAN, enjoy a magnificent dining experience while benefiting both yourself and your school, and don’t forget those pictures.

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL. MUST MENTION FROM WARRANWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL. NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS, PROMOTIONS, VOUCHERS or on “SPECIAL OCCASION DAYS”

Gourmet on COLMAN
5 Colman Road
Warranwood, 3134
PH: (03) 9876-5550

http://wwwGCpizzeria.com